DID YOU SERVE HERE?

If you served on the ground, in the airspace above, in territorial waters, or a ship that called there, you may be eligible for VA benefits and health care for over 300 conditions.

LEARN MORE about toxic exposure screening, toxic-exposure related benefits, and VA health care by visiting VA.gov/PACT or calling 1-800-MyVA411 (1-800-698-2411).

YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO:

**AIR POLLUTANTS:** Burn pits, oil well fires, sulfur fire, sand, dust, and particulates

**CHEMICALS:** Agent Orange or other herbicides, pesticides, and depleted uranium

**OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS:** Asbestos, lead, fuels, and industrial solvents

**RADIATION:** Nuclear weapons testing and ionizing radiation

**WARFARE AGENTS:** Chemical warfare agents, nerve agents, and mustard gas

Service members may have been subjected to any of these exposures in any of these areas.